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on the go english meaning cambridge dictionary

Apr 30 2024

learn the meaning and usage of the idiom on the go which can mean busy and active while travelling or not at home or very busy see synonyms antonyms and translations of on the go in different languages

on the go idioms by the free dictionary

Mar 30 2024

learn the meaning and usage of the phrase on the go which can mean being busy active or leaving or departing see examples synonyms and related expressions from various sources

38 delicious on the go breakfast ideas for busy mornings

Feb 27 2024

find healthy and easy recipes for breakfast sandwiches wraps smoothies muffins oatmeal granola bars and more whether you need a hearty filling or sweet option these ideas will keep you satisfied until lunchtime

on the go definition meaning merriam webster

Jan 28 2024

learn the various meanings and uses of the verb go from moving to traveling to becoming see synonyms example sentences word history and related phrases

on the go definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Dec 27 2023

learn the meaning and usage of the phrase on the go which means always busy and active or in constant motion or action see examples synonyms pronunciation and related words

on the go definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Nov 25 2023

on the go means you re either traveling or just zipping around being busy if you re catching the next flight you re on the go if you re running around all day getting ready for a birthday party you re on the go too on the go is a phrase
for people who are extremely active



healthy breakfasts on the go for kids adults and more

Oct 25 2023

find out how to make healthy breakfasts that you can take with you on the go whether you need something for kids adults or weight loss from muffins and sandwiches to smoothies and oats these recipes are easy nutritious and delicious

on the go synonyms 96 similar and opposite words merriam

Sep 23 2023

synonyms for on the go animated animate lively energetic active brisk gay racy antonyms of on the go inactive languishing dead leaden lackadaisical listless inanimate lifeless

on the go definition meaning dictionary com

Aug 23 2023

learn the meaning and usage of the idiom on the go which means in constant activity or very busy find synonyms related phrases and example sentences from various sources

190 synonyms antonyms for on the go thesaurus com

Jul 22 2023

view definitions for on the go on the go adjective as in busy compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches active unavailable working strong matches buried employed engaged engrossed hustling occupied overloaded
persevering slaving snowed swamped weak matches already taken assiduous at it diligent

on the go definition meaning yourdictionary

Jun 20 2023

learn the meaning and usage of the idiomatic adjective on the go which means actively traveling busy or moving often see examples of sentences with on the go and find similar words

on the go meaning of on the go in longman dictionary of

May 20 2023

learn the meaning of on the go an informal expression that means you have started something and are busy doing it or very busy doing a lot of things see how to use it in sentences from the corpus



on the go where your friends go m onthego com

Apr 18 2023

on the go is a simpler way to explore share the world around you with on the go find out what people are saying about local fine dinning fast food joints big box stores specialty shops health clubs health care professionals musemus parks
and much much more

on the go wiktionary the free dictionary

Mar 18 2023

idiomatic actively traveling busy moving often a good suitcase is essential for someone who is on the go as much as he is in progress having started the new initiative is now on the go related terms edit go go translations edit actively
traveling started see also edit on the fly on the move out and about to go
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Feb 14 2023
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14 of the best things to do in tokyo lonely planet

Jan 16 2023

1 experience a traditional japanese art form one of asia s most iconic cities tokyo only became the capital of japan in 1868 when the country s rulers decided to abandon centuries of conservative tradition and embrace the outside world

on the go definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Dec 15 2022

learn the meaning and usage of the idiom on the go which can mean busy and active while travelling or not at home or very busy see synonyms antonyms and translations of on the go in different languages

on the go onthegocbc twitter

Nov 13 2022

the latest tweets from onthegocbc



on the go �������������on the go��� ldoce

Oct 13 2022

������������� on the go informal a if you have something on the go you have started it and are busy doing it even with three top films on the go michelle is reluctant to talk about herself he has at least two other projects on the
go

is it easy to refill water bottles on the go tripadvisor

Sep 11 2022

1 2 hiroskmt macau china level contributor 10 357 posts 22 reviews 37 helpful votes 1 re is it easy to refill water bottles on the go 6 years ago save buying water convenience store is everywhere refill water japanese tap water is drinkable
simply find a tap near you and refill either is easy no problem at all
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